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ADSA announces new sections for Journal of Dairy Science®
Champaign, Illinois – December, 9, 2015 – The American Dairy Science Association® (ADSA®)
announced new sections for its scholarly publication, Journal of Dairy Science®, in its December issue.
The changes, which will go into effect beginning with the January 2016 issue of the journal, include
moving from four sections to six subsections in dairy foods and six subsections in dairy production to
further distinguish content.
Journal of Dairy Science had used the previous sections for a quarter century, but Editor-in-Chief Matt
Lucy (University of Missouri) felt those headings had outlived their usefulness, necessitating change.
“When I came on as editor-in-chief we struggled to fit our content into the traditional journal sections
established over 25 years ago. I felt that the problem was that the dairy industry had changed but the
sections in the journal had stayed the same,” Lucy said. “So we looked at our content and thought about
the future to develop new sections that hopefully will serve us for the next 25 years. The new sections are
aligned with what we currently publish and are also designed to capture important topics that we think will
be actively researched in the future.”
With the change, the journal Table of Contents will feature subsections for the first time. Dairy Foods, the
section that receives the most submissions, will now be subdivided into six, more specific content areas:
Processing and Engineering; Chemistry and Materials Science; Microbiology and Safety; Bioactivity and
Human Health; Sensory Analysis; and Resources and Environment.
The new dairy production sections in Journal of Dairy Science include Physiology; Management and
Economics; Health, Behavior, and Well-being; Animal Nutrition; Breeding, Genetics, and Genomics; and
Resources and Environment. Our Industry Today will be renamed Dairy Industry Today, but its scope will
remain the same.
Despite the changes to the sections of Journal of Dairy Science, the submission process for authors
remains familiar. The journal editorial staff has worked hard to create a very specific list of topics
expected to be published in each section, which is accessible through the usual submission procedure
through ScholarOne.
“All of our existing authors should be accommodated by the change, and others who have not published
with us before may submit to Journal of Dairy Science when they see the updated content as defined by
our new section headings,” commented Lucy.
Full details, including editors for each section, will be included in the December and January issues of
Journal of Dairy Science.
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ABOUT THE AMERICAN DAIRY SCIENCE ASSOCIATION®
Founded in 1906, the American Dairy Science Association® (ADSA®) www.adsa.org is an international
organization of educators, scientists, and industry representatives who are committed to advancing the
dairy industry with a keen awareness of the vital role the dairy sciences play in fulfilling the economic,
nutritive, and health requirements of the world's population. ADSA publishes the Journal of Dairy
Science®, the top-ranked, peer reviewed dairy and animal science journal in the world.
The organization provides scientific leadership and technical support to sustain and grow the global dairy
industry through the generation, dissemination, and exchange of information and services. Members of
ADSA have discovered new methods and technologies that have revolutionized the dairy industry,
helping provide consumers with a safe, affordable supply of nutritious dairy products.
ABOUT JOURNAL OF DAIRY SCIENCE®
Journal of Dairy Science® (JDS), official journal of the American Dairy Science Association, is copublished by Elsevier and FASS Inc. for the American Dairy Science Association. It is the leading general
dairy research journal in the world. JDS readers represent education, industry, and government agencies
in more than 70 countries with interests in biochemistry, breeding, economics, engineering, environment,
food science, genetics, microbiology, nutrition, pathology, physiology, processing, public health, quality
assurance, and sanitation. JDS has a 5-year Impact Factor of 3.071 according to the 2014 Journal
Citation Reports®, published by Thomson Reuters. www.journalofdairyscience.org
ABOUT ELSEVIER
Elsevier (www.elsevier.com) is a world-leading provider of information solutions that enhance the
performance of science, health, and technology professionals, empowering them to make better
decisions, deliver better care, and sometimes make groundbreaking discoveries that advance the
boundaries of knowledge and human progress. Elsevier provides web-based, digital solutions — among
them ScienceDirect (www.sciencedirect.com), Scopus (www.scopus.com), Elsevier Research Intelligence
(www.elsevier.com/research-intelligence), and ClinicalKey (www.clinicalkey.com) — and publishes over
2,500 journals, including The Lancet (www.thelancet.com) and Cell (www.cell.com), and more than
33,000 book titles, including a number of iconic reference works. Elsevier is part of RELX Group plc
(www.relxgroup.com), a world-leading provider of information solutions for professional customers across
industries. www.elsevier.com

